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I. Introduction

When the Study Report for the Integration of the Digital Data

Commumications Set AN/ASW-21 into the F8U-2N/2NE, A3D-2/2P/2Q,

AiD-2/2N/S, A3J-I and A2F-l Aircraft was released in March of 1962

the AN/ASW-21 was still in the development stage and as a result

sowe of the detailed specifications listed for this ecuipment, and

the Data Link Flight Line Test Set AN/AS%-98A were not completely

accurate as stated. In addition, the AN/AS4-21 Mounting Bases,

MT-2866, MT-2867 and the Bench Test Harness, Digital Data, AN/ASA-

128 were not included in the original Navy Contract NOw-61-Ol98c

and were not described In any great detail in the Study Report.

This addendum is intended to provide corrections to the report where

required and a more specific description of the ANIASW-21 Mounting

Bases and the Data Link Bench Test Harness. No attempt has been

made to provide a complete detailed performance specifications for

these equipments, because these specifications are available at the

Bureau of Naval Weapons.

II. Digital Data Communications SetA AN/ASW-21

The AN/ASW-21 is a universal Data Link equipment which is designed

for use with a wide varista of Navy aircraft. Its standardized de-

sign reduces logistics problems and avoids a large inventory of

electronic spare parts. In addition, this universal design permits

future expansion with redesign, thereby avoiding the high cost of

obsolescence. The AN/ASW-21 can be integrated into each aircraft

with special matit equipments in the form of data processing, dis-

play, and autopilot coupling units, which will be provided by the

aircraft manufacturers.
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The Digital Data Communications Set, AN/ASW-21, consists of a Converter,

Digital-to-Digital/Analog, CV-1292/ASW-21, a Computer, Aircraft Control,

CP-671/ASW-21, and a Control, Data Communications Set, C-4O85/ASW-21.

The electrical and mechanical characteristics of the equipments are listed

in Table I and shown in Figures II through VIII. The ANI/ASW-21 receives

and processes the information transmitted to the aircraft from the control

center for display or autopilot use. In addition, it processes and trans-

mits to the control center information on aircraft position, altitude, and

airspeed and the status of the aircraft subsystems. The Digital Data

Communications Set, AN/ASW-21 operates with an associated Receiver-Trans-

mitter, AN/ARC-88 or AN/ARC-75. This receiver transmitter operates in the

225-m to 399.9-mc band in 0.l-me carrier frequency increments, thereby

providing 1750 possible radio channels. Frequency-shift keying is employed

in which a binary ONE is presented by a signal of 20 kc above, and a binary

ZERO by a signal of 20 kn below the carrier frequency. The equipment is

capable of receiving and transmitting 5,000 bits per second. The time-

division technique permits reply and control messages to be accommodated on

the same UMF channel.
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TABLE I. AI/ASW-21 ZMCTRICAL AND MECHANI0LL

CHARACTEISTICS

!ten Characteristics

Aircraft Power:

AC Three ph&se, L-wire, 380 to 420 cps;
Voltage limit, 108 to 121 volts ros;
power required, 255 volt amperes.

DZ 27.5 volts dc; limits, 25 to 29 volts
do; power required, 30 watts.

Dnvirormental! Altitude: 70,000 feet.
Temnm reture: -55 0C to +550c (Continuous),

-5500 to +71iC (30 minutes).
Humidity: up to 100 percent.
Shock: 15 g's with duratin of 11 + 1
millisecond.
Vibration: KIL-T-5h22 curves II and IV.

Heat Dissipationt Approximately 268 watts.

Size and Weight: Converter, Digital-to-Digitas/Analog,
CV-1292/AMý-21
19" L x 5.25" W x 7" H 34 lbs.

Couter, Aircraft Control, CP-6Tl/AS-21
19" L x 7.5" W x 7" H 48 lbs.

Control, Digital Data Coammunications Set,
C4a085/ASW-21
2"D x 5.75" W x 2.625" H 1.5 lbs.
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MI. lMoutii Bans. K¶'-2W46ASW-2 and MT-28671AWl-21

The montting tases are custom designed and tested to attenuate the

ta'nsmission of vibration and shock disturbances from the aircraft

to the AN/IAd2l eeuip,,ent. The bases are cotfigured to isolate

and support'the Converter, CV-1292/ASW-21 and the Computer, CP-671/

ASW-21 ia'idual•y to achieve the greatest flexibility for

installation.

Complete physical support for the AN/ASia-21 mits is provi4ed ty the

mounting bases, shown in Figur I, IX and I. ft unts are secured

to the bases by a baysmt pin wad socket arengement at the rea and

y knurled retainin ciamps at the front.

( In au3ttion to providing the required isolation from shook and

vibiration the aoatiag bases incorporate an air plaat. in the avail-

able spaee bo~een the isolators under the mounting surface. The

function of the pleurm is to provide a static reservoir for the cool-

ing air reouired tb the units. Air i brought into the plenum fIn

the aircraft cooling supply through either the front or roar Inlets --

provided on the bases. Mounting dimnsione for the input dust con-

ecotors are shown In Figure Xn.
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IV. Aerospace Ground Bouinment

This sec•i= describes the Aerospace �5.rcumn L.uiPment devIe-,44

RGA to support the aLrborne commiications described in this

booklet.

The planned system test philosopby consists of: (1) fli*t line

terte tc detect and isolate faults to the lowest ine replaceable unit#

ard (2) detailed shop tests and .aintenarce. This conoept leads to the

development of two t7pes of test eouipment refe-rred to ae the Flight

Lire Test Set (FLTS) and the Bench Net Harmess ('2H). The 7LTS is used

to evaluate the readiness of a my8tw pricr ..C flht. It is capasle of

(• isolet:Ln t fault to the black box vhicb can quicklV I* replaced by ar

operct•onal unit in tine to prevent an abort. The faulty i"nit is than

repaired in the shop using th3 BT to isolate the fault to the lowest

replaceable part.

In some cases, such as the AI/ASW-21, the FLM become the BTH when

it is supplemented with an ade!÷tioal fault isolating equipmnt and the

necessary. intercornnecting cables and fixtures.
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A Data Link Flight Line Test Set. AN/A.*-98A

The Al/ASK-98A, developed under Navy Contract No. NOw-6-0918o, is

a portable test set for performing flight line tests on Digital Data

Communications Set AN/ASW-21. The tests will provide the operator with

an evaluation of the system capability and, should a malfunction exist,

identify the faulty unit (Converter CV-1292/ASW-21, Computer CP-671/

ASW-21, or Control C-LO85/AsW-21). The AN/ASN-98A also provides for

coarse receiver sensitivity and transmitter power checks to isolate mal-

functions to the associated radio set (AN/ARC-88 or AN/ARC-75).

The AV/ASM-98A is connected to aircraft test connectors by means of

a set of test cables supplied with the test set as shown in Figures LIU

and un. The aircraft test connectors are ircorporated in the aircraft

as a portion of the overall data link system. A simplified block dligram

of the AW/ASM-98A internal circuit functions and their relationships with

the equipment being tested is illustrated in the block diagram, Figure

XIV.

The assemblies contained within the AN/AsM-98A are: (a) the Message

Generator and Digital Comparator, (b) the Analog Comparator, (c) the Radio

Test Assembly, (d) thu Power Supply, and (e) the Display Panel. The front

panel contains all the controls, connectors, meters and indicators that

are used in the performance of tests. All input power to the Test Set is

supplied through circuit breakers located on the front panel.

The major assemblies that comprise the AN/ASM-98A are located in easily

accessible areas to facilitate troubleshooting. The power supply is located

at the bottom of the main chassis and contains two blower motors that aolw

air to enter at the bottom-front of the case and exhaust at the top of the

front panel. Two additional exhaust vents are provided at the rear and side

of the case. A removable side panel is provided on the main chassis to

permit removal of the message generator and digital comparator assemblies.

16.
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The display petal is part at the fro* panel. MW radio tot set

analog comparator assemblies are mounted ca circuit boards near the rear

of the. main chassis.

•.e•,sage, Generator and ilMtal Comparator

Used to produce text messages consistent with tim Joint RL12ta• y

enssage Standards. Test mesnges are provided in the normial c ,tral

message format and are initiated ty a start WaE=l fra a t panel

pussbbttom switch. The reference repl.y matput maneages ame initiated %V

the carrier-on signal frm the airtona tormiAlM dwft the weub Ar f

test of the CV-1292/AW-2l. the message geneator also provides an

antenna two-a-reond signal fr f•rther testiog.

Alm used to evaluate the digtal respoeses (to the test stimuU)

of the CV-1292/ASW-2 and provide tim corresponding epaiatiormi taInatioms

an the front panel.. The comparator checks thern digital rempoes and

detemines the operational capabilitr ct either tom serial or parael

digit.l outputs of the C7-192/ASWJ-e Reply messages are verified utilis-.

Ing a counter to vrify the bit content.

Analog Coyaurator

Itonitoks and processes the anale outputs of the AN/AW-1 and

provides the applicable operational indications an the froct penea. Also

monitors and processes all of the analog responses to the test messages and

provides th. test results on the front pemLi.

Radio Test Assemtly

Used to provide a coarse trnsmitter pmr evaltionms, the ra•1o

tee; asci.IZ7y &ends an antenna turn-&-round sgnal and a 100-cOl.e sque

w.vo carriar-cm signal ta.tRa•dio Set. Both supials are Initiated and

ýidnatel by, cout~rol sitches on' t front penel, Twe carrier-oc ~siu2

,;~.a Mid Cal,- o~~hstestj, to D!Aboziie the hive fuL power output Ise

20,



'sing produced by the transmitter. Also used in conjumtctn with a

groi control terinal in evablatiig the receiver sensitivitV. W'Ale

"the A2•/AV-21 processes the Universal Test Yessages radiated by the

ground torDin~p, a coarse receiver sensitivity check is made by the radio

test atsembly.

Power ul

Primary power for the power suipply Is obtained from the alro raft

ctr is fed through *he-circuit breakers loated on the fraot ranl. All1

re•.•.red operating voltages f r the A]N1/ASM-98A are derived and distributed

to tih otter assenblies.

B. Bench Test Harness, MItulTkta, AN/ASM-128

Th Beach Test Earness (BT), also developed =der Navy Contrect No.

;w0-61-0918c, In a shop test set fw performing detail tests and minten-

once of Digital Data Comicatim Set AN/AWi-219 and facilitates retun

of maw f tiouing equipment to a fut y operable conftim as rapidly as

possible. Isolation of a malfunction to the lowest replaceable part is

acc•mplished usimg soml-rn tamatic roublesahoctng techniques. The pro-

cedum Inclades first isolatig a fault in fte Ag/a'-21 to om of its.

major ass'mblies, i.e., Converter CV-1292/AS'-21, Cumter CP-67T/h.i-2l,

or Control C-4085/.L5-1. The faultvyframe' (a subassembly of circuit

adoules mounted on a pair of printed circuit boards housed in a metael frse)

Is then determined and raeoved from its assembly. A deseriptive overloA

is then laid over the module pins eqpouing oz those pins applicable as

per the test rout•n defned by that overlay. Usirg a test -- 7a# an

oscilloscopep "otmeter, etc. v the zmalI dtion is traced to ths faultl

moWl. This technique pemits maintenance of a campla equip•at of

(modular construction with a minimum of ssteat dtimoa The .-PIlOSOPW

of design Is •onsidexid an qptiia coagwase of test set ocqmazl .

21.



A sinplified block diagram of the BT1 in lltrated i" Fgw'e XV.

The BTH cmiste of a Data Laink Flight Line Test Set TS-I918f/S(.98A

(described previously), an Analysers and associated cabli and storap,

shown in Figure XVI.

Under the planned system test philosophy, AN/AS1-98A wini isolate

a malfunction in the AN/ASW-21 at the flight lin to the Converter Co-

puter, or the Control Box. The faulty assembly is then removed fro&

the aircraft and replaced with an operational component. The assembly

is then sent to the shop area and plugged into the appropriate adapter

of the BTH where isolation of the fault is accomplished to the lowest

possible level, the potted module. The faulty module is then rep3aced

with a new module from spare parts utilizig the special tool provided.

The assembly is then re-tested to verify the unit before returning it

to operational status.

The system operation discussed below is described in terma of the

tests to be performed on the particular assemblies of the WASW..-21

rather than in terms of the functions of the Flight Line Test Set and

the Analyser. This is done since the Analyser is designed to supplement

the Flight Line Test Set and a functional description of each vould

overlap.

Principles of Converter CV-1292/ASW-21 Tests

The TS-1918/ASM-98A provides timing and synchronisation signals to

the Analyser and Data Link test messages to the converter. The Flight

Lim. Test Set checke the serial readout of the conand and reply messapsj

it also displays the analog outputs. A malftmation of a& of these signals

causes a deviation in the expected readout and corrective action my be

taken*

22.
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The Analyzer expedites the roubleshooti12g procedares ty providin

automatic lamp indications of malfunctions which are interpreted by the

operator and thereby serve to direct him to a logical area'on of

the printed boards. Each functional area provides test points that are

routed to the Analyzer where a lamp indicator continuously monitors

each point. An overlay is then used to isolate the faulty modmU*.

The Converter processes the incoMg Data Link test control message

and generates output signals bhich are monitored azd verified by the

Analyzer.

The 42-stage shift register in the Converter that steres the control

and reply messages is checked by a serial readout comparison in the TS-

1918/ASM,-98A. No further check of the control Message is required ly the

Analyzer. The shift register is then cleared of the control message and

the reply message circuits within the converter are activated.

Test points at the outputs of the fctional areas of the reply

message circuitry are used to monitor this section in the same manner as

for the control message circuitry described above.

The analog output signals of the Cotwerter are tested in the TS- 1918/ASM-98A

by means of an analog comparator and a moter readout on the front panel.

Principles of C auter CP-671/ASW-21 Tests

One of the three frames within the computer contains the Ocontrol

uiit" with the two printed circuit boards of the frame containirg the

program storage logic and the program decode logic. This frame. not be

verified first in the test of the computer since the logie cotaired

herein dictates the nature of computer operations and the associated data

routing.

24.



The first test verfcr•ed is a c~arison of tie Ic operaticns nnd

33 address autputs of the progrem decode loic. Th. test ir. b-° , t

generatin& si.'d!ar sin.als within the analyzer and cC'n-rinL,'j• thesa

signrals with those generated in the deocde unit. :e ccmparison arc

rAde possible b. bringing out the L9 parallel outut lines as test

points and routing them to the analyser. Logic for prqgraM storage is

also provided within the cortrol unit with timing pulses generated by

the analyzer.

A set si' nine parallel lines connected to the nine stage program

storage register and available to the aralyzer as test points enables

the operator to manually program the coMnuter. These lines are energized

by writches cc the front panel of the arAlyzer. The combination of

m'anual control of the program and of the program timing also enables the

remaining functioal areas that coaprise the computer to be exercised as

semi-independent subsystems.

If a malfunction is indicated as a result 'of the program comparison

routine, analysis of the visual indicators on the analyzer serves to

direct the operator to a logic area.

The operation of the seven storage registers are then checked. Two

of the registers, the accumulator and the NI register, are contained on

the same printed board as the arithmetic unit. The remainii, five high-

speed memory registers, includirr the "Z" register and t2* "Trig" register,

are located on the second board of that freme alo.3 with the input logic

circuitry. Procedures similar to those described above are e.--ployed "re

to verify these circuits.

The final finctional area of t!he control tnit tz be checked is the

.arIt.Aetic unit. The capability of beize :1le to orcgra, manually is

parItculzr2. valuable in the checroit .roc rt- of ÷-i. secti-on. of 17

25.



computer. In general, the procedure in requesting the arithmetic Unit

to perf$rm its various calulations is similar regardless of the trpe of

calculation to be made (addition, subtraction, multiplications division).

To rinni•te the number of test problems necessary to localize the faulty

module -within the arithmetic unit, a group of approxiately 12 test points

are br,.uht out to the analyzer. These test points ±ilude the 'B" input

to the adder, the output of the su/difference determiner, the control

flip-flop, and a group of discrete lines.

After the checkout routine his been performed on the input logic

and the accumulator and it is determined that they are funtionin

properly, the output section Is verified. All of the output circuitry

is contained in two printed boards, with the boards contained on the

same frar.e. The checkout procedure of this functional area Is routnne

and repetitive as there are 13 dup2icate output circuits each consisting

of a 7 to 10 stage shift regi.ter and a matching Digital-to4mLog

Converter. Once a malfunction has been detected as being in the output

circuitry, it is possible to minimize the nuber of modales to be oheclsd

with an overlay by applying a series of additional test routines.
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